Rule 4 Of The Effortless English System
Learn Deeply

Download The English Below
I hope you are feeling good and are enjoying the 7 Rules of Effortless English.
Here’s rule 4.

Fantastic!
“I want to thank YOU for the excellent work you are doing. I think your lessons
are fantastic!”
Isa Jata, Albania

Rule 4: An English Success Story
Hyun, a student from Korea, said:
“I’m a very serious student. When studying English in Korea, I memorized
50,000 English words for a big test. Fifty Thousand!
My problem was– I couldn’t USE them. I could pass an English test. But I
could not understand native speakers.
With Effortless English, I learned to instantly understand English. I learned
how to automatically use vocabulary. After 6 months, I could speak easily. I
didn’t need to think.
Thanks so much!”
RULE 4: Slow, Deep English Learning Is Best
Hyun learned a lot of words in a short time. Her learning was short and
shallow. That’s why she quickly forgot the words. That’s why she could not
use them.
The secret to speaking easily is to learn every word & phrase DEEPLY.
Its not enough to know a definition. Its not enough to remember for a test. You
must put the word deep into your brain.

To speak English easily, you must repeat each lesson many times.
You must learn English deeply.
Learn deeply, speak easily.
Learn deeply, speak easily.
How do you learn deeply? Easy– just repeat all lessons or listening many
times. For example, if you have an audio book, listen to the first chapter 30
times before you go to the second chapter. You could listen to the first chapter
3 times each day, for 10 days.

Understanding Native Speakers
“My English is now much improved because of you, and also my
understanding of native speakers is much better than before. So I would like
to say thank you very very much!!”
Mao Sokha

Deep Learning Of English Grammar
What about grammar? How do you learn it deeply, without studying grammar
rules?
I’ll tell you in the next email.
Have a great day

Great!
“I downloaded many English lessons and everyday I listen to them 1 hour a
day. In short -THEY’RE GREAT!”
Mona Hassan, Palestine

PS: Today’s Homework
1. Listen to the Audio of this text. Learn it deeply.





Listen and read it at the same time. Do this 10 times.
Listen only to the audio. Do this 10 times.
Review new or difficult phrases. Put them in your phrase notebook.

2. This week, listen only to EASY English audio.
Listen to the same audio many times.
Learn it deeply.

